Simple and Complete Subjects

Simple subject - main word or word group that tells whom or what the sentence is about.

Complete subject - all the words that tell whom or what a sentence is about.

The simple subject can also be the complete subject at times.

Simple subject: The beautiful painting of the vase was being sold for $500.

Complete subject: The beautiful painting of the vase was being sold for $500.

Directions: Label the underlined word(s) SS for simple subject or CS for compound subject.

Example: **SS** The animals at the Jackson Zoo are treated well.

1. **SS** The scrumptious chocolate cupcake was begging me to eat it.
2. The display of model cars on the table was very valuable.
3. Amy Farrah Fowler doesn’t dress with much style.
4. **CS** The winning ticket was accidentally thrown into the garbage.
5. **SS** Amazingly, the mouse escaped the trap with no injuries.
6. Last week, Mrs. Peterson and her wonderful husband renewed their wedding vows.
7. The dried and crumbled leaves made a mess on the floor.
8. **CS** A map of Australia was displayed above the trophy table.
9. **SS** A new restaurant opened in town last month.
10. **SS** A lone flower stood in the abandoned field.

Directions: Underline the complete subject. Circle or highlight the simple subject.

Example: The devilish grin on her face made her look guilty.

11. Another of my favorite people just walked into the room.
12. The fabulous new show about a cartoon chicken is hilarious.
13. The president of the student council gave a speech at our program last week.
14. A person of interest is being investigated for breaking the school windows.
15. Many of the people at the game were disappointed.
16. A grand opening is being held at the mall next weekend.
17. My cousin from Louisiana drives a school bus.
18. My friends and I played Twister at the birthday party.
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**Simple subject** - main word or word group that tells whom or what the sentence is about.

**Complete subject** - all the words that tell whom or what a sentence is about.

The simple subject can also be the complete subject at times.

**Simple subject**  The beautiful **painting** of the vase was being sold for $500.

**Complete subject**  The beautiful **painting of the vase** was being sold for $500.

Directions: Label the underlined word(s) **SS** for simple subject or **CS** for compound subject.

Example:  _**SS**_  The animals at the Jackson Zoo are treated well.

_**CS**_ 1. The **scrumptious chocolate cupcake** was begging me to eat it.

_**SS**_ 2. The **display** of model cars on the table was very valuable.

_**CS**_ 3. Amy Farrah Fowler doesn’t dress with much style.

_**CS**_ 4. The winning **ticket** was accidently thrown into the garbage.

_**SS**_ 5. Amazingly, the **mouse** escaped the trap with no injuries.

_**CS**_ 6. Last week, **Mrs. Peterson and her wonderful husband** renewed their wedding vows.

_**SS**_ 7. The dried and crumbled **leaves** made a mess on the floor.

_**CS**_ 8. A **map of Australia** was displayed above the trophy table.

_**CS**_ 9. A **new restaurant** opened in town last month.

_**SS**_ 10. A lone **flower** stood in the abandoned field.

Directions: Underline the complete subject. Circle or highlight the simple subject.

Example:  The **devilish grin** on her face made her look guilty.

11. Another of my favorite **people** just walked into the room.

12. **The fabulous new show** about a cartoon chicken is hilarious.

13. **The president** of the student council gave a speech at our program last week.

14. A **person of interest** is being investigated for breaking the school windows.

15. Many of the **people at the game** were disappointed.

16. **A grand opening** is being held at the mall next weekend.

17. **My cousin from Louisiana** drives a school bus.

18. **My friends and I** played **Twister** at the birthday party.
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